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BRIAN STELTER: I’ll tell you what I love about your book. What I love about your book is
you’re coming at the media and writing about the media from a place of being constructive and
not destructive. Because, you know, if anyone knows anything about me, you know, it was all
about Donald Trump and his war against the media and how’s the media fighting back? In my
view, what Trump was doing was he was trying to be destructive, but you, with what you write
about in the book, are trying to be constructive. You’re coming at this from a place of let’s —
let’s make the press better because we all benefit when the press is healthier and stronger and
more representative of our country and our citizens.

(....)

5:44 mark
16 seconds

KRAKUER: And — and I — as you mentioned, I love the media. I loved my time at CNN. I
think we need a strong media. We need a media that’s trusted. We see poll after poll of the press
that — the decline in trust in the press. I don’t like that. I don’t want to see it destroyed. We need
independent media. We need strong institutional media.

(....)

8:19  mark
4 minutes and 19 seconds

STELTER: Wasn’t so much of the focus, though, so much of the D.C. focus in the Trump years a
reflection of the unprecedented and dramatic and, for many Americans, scary, and, for other
Americans, exhilarating moment that we were in as a country? I mean, cause — yeah, this gets to
this idea that, you know, there’s too much attention around Trump, too much coverage, too much
criticism. But I look back and I think that was history. Like, we lived through history and it was
unlike anything any living American had ever seen before, so of course it deserved 24/7
attention. Nah?

KRAKUER: It’s one of the reasons I am not critical. In the book, I specifically make this point of
the early coverage by CNN, by MSNBC, by other places, but CNN really got some — some grief
from the left for the way they covered Trump in the primary, for example.

STELTER: Mmhmm. Right.

KRAKAUER: You know, the empty podium and playing the speeches and not doing the same
for the other candidates. I disagree with that. I mean, he was a phenomenon, like we talk about.



He was the news and, you know, Jeff Zucker, who I worked with in 2013, there was this real
one–story mentality. When I was there, it was the Boston bombing. We put all our resources on
that. And he got criticism for things like the poop cruise or things like the missing plane, but
again, I defend all of that. I — I think what’s interesting — I think the missing plane was — is an
amazing story. I know that there’s a new Netflix special out there.

STELTER: Of course it is. It’s actually a bigger story today. Every day the plane is missing, it’s a
bigger story. But go ahead.

KRAKUER: It is. It is. Now, I love that story and so, yes, I think the Trump phenomenon was
very worth covering and I also think and I’m not super critical of the press for — for being tough
on the Trump administration, just in theory, because I think that journalists should be tough on
every administration and so, yeah, I think it’s a little hypocritical when it’s much tougher on one
administration than, say, the one before it or the one after it. But I don’t fault them. I want tough
press on administration across the board. The problem, though, is when it goes overboard and
when I think the — the guardrails — the journalistic guardrails start being — being eased off and
I wonder if you agree with this, but my — my thinking is that what happened is that there was
some — some business decision-making going on. He was great for business and so — so, you
know, it was great, you know, getting more clicks and getting more views. Great for business.
There’s something personal about it. You know, he had personal relationships with a lot of
journalists. I mean, I — I mention in the book people like Jeff Zucker, but also Gayle King and
Katie Couric and Matt Lauer — they were at his wedding in 2005. He was — he was in that
media scene then he became this turncoat. So, for business and personal, but I also think that
there were a lot of people at newsroom across the — D.C. and New York, that believed that there
was this real existential threat, that Trump was an existential threat and that they — there was a
sense of we’re going to — we have to, you know, save democracy here and so, because of that,
there was — yes, we have these standards, but they have to be loosened because this is a separate
— this is a unique opportunity, this is a unique moment, we must meet that unique moment by
doing this. Now, I would argue that —

STELTER: So, was he not a threat to democracy?

KRAKAUER: — I — no. So, I don’t think he was an existential threat to democracy. And we
can debate whether he was or not, but I — I personally don’t think he was, but I would say, if we
— let’s just say that he was, that I would say the much better way of going about it is to double
down on the editorial standards. That’s when, if you really want to convince the public and
convince the largest swath of the public that this is really an existential threat that we’re in, then
that’s when you actually have to really adhere the principles even more so so everyone can trust
you. And, instead, I think it went the opposite direction and actually sort of hurt the case. When
— when — now all of sudden, everything gets — gets — called — oh, they’re just making it up.
Well —

STELTER: Right, right.

KRAKAUER: — when they actually are legitimate stories.



STELTER: I think I put more responsibility on the press bashers. And you put more on the press.
And that’s fair, you know, and that’s the tug of war. In my mind, when any world leader tries to
destroy a news outlet, that’s — that’s a crisis. Not a crisis. That’s a big threat. And I think what
you say is you’re putting more responsibility on the news outlet whereas I take more — I find
more concern in the rhetoric and the behavior of the letter.

KRAKAUER: Well, I think the rhetoric, for sure. The tweets, the comments that he said, the —
you know, enemy of the people. I didn’t like any of that, but I do think that so much of Trump
was the rhetoric and not the actions. And I compare it to the Obama administration in chapter one
on the way that Obama and his department of justice really clamped down on press freedom
through the use of Espionage Act to — to sort of criminalize journalism and journalistic sources.
And more — they used the Espionage Act more than any other administration combined,
including the Trump administration.

(....)

16:39 mark
1 minute and 53 seconds

STELTER: I think — but what I think this gets to is we — we simply live in two or three — I
think three — different media universes in America and solutions proposed in one universe
aren’t going to apply to the other and people speaking one universe aren’t going to be heard in
the other except through distorted, out of context clips. You know, how — how can we be
constructive and try to improve trust in media when there are so many people — so many
companies, so many hosts, so many businesses that are built on keeping people in their
echochambers?

KRAKAUER: Yeah, it’s a huge problem and I don’t disagree across the board. You know, it’s
not one side or the other. I think one of the biggest problems in the press is there’s not really a
financial incentive to, when you get a story wrong, correct it. There’s not really a mechanism for
it. It’s very hard to find the people that originally heard the story that turned out not to be true to
not be told that, actually, what you were told —

STELTER: Right.

KRAKAUER: — and what was ingrained in your mind and so —

STELTER: Yep.

KRAKAUER: — so, I think that that’s another unfortunate. In one — in the last chapter of the
book, I — I give some potential solutions. One of them, which I — I am a huge support of is
ombudsmen, public editors. I think they should be at every major media outlet. They used to be
at places like The New York Times; they’re gone now. There are people that are within
organizations like a David Folkenflik at NPR who I think serves that role, will occasionally write
about NPR, I think that that’s important. So, I — I think that — that there needs to be an effort to



— to — yes, we should have a press that is interested in — in — in telling the entire story, in
reaching a broad amount of audience and I think that’s actually one of the big problems, is that as
audiences, you know, just audience habits shift, there’s — there’s less and less people — the pie
is getting smaller and smaller, even for large media outlets.

(....)

19:07 mark
7 minutes and 30 seconds

STELTER: What are the ones that stand out most to you? What — what — what did me and my
colleagues at CNN screw up the most, in your view?

KRAKAUER: Well, I start the book with the Hunter Biden laptop story and I think that it’s an
important one for a few reasons. I think we’ve seen with the Twitter Files, which notably has not
gotten very much coverage at all in the corporate press, I — you know, I think there’s a few
reasons for it. I think the rollout of it was not exactly successful. But I think that there — you
know, one of those — the — the elements here is that there was a real — there was a real
suppression of that story, not just by tech platforms in conversation with — with government
entities like intel agencies, like the FBI, but also from media organizations. Now, the ans — the
question is why was that? And maybe, you know, if they doubted the story was real and I think
that they did doubt the story was real. I don’t —

STELTER: Clearly.

KRAKAUER: — necessarily dispute that and they were spun by these people like James
Clapper, who even now just last week, is still refusing to accept accountability for the fact that he
put that letter out along with many other people and that was then spread by places like Politico,
by CNN, and others and — and it left this impression years later now — yes, now we’re starting
to get some reporting that, actually, the laptop’s real and it was all legitimate, but the —
certainly, in October of 2020 before a very important election, they’re not going to go down that
road, especially not by, you know, the scars of 2016 and the criticisms of how they treated
Hillary’s e-mails and not wanting to make that same mistake again. So, you had journalists that
were literally getting their accounts locked on Twitter and were, you know, literally deleting the
tweet that was linking to the New York Post when it was apparently no longer allowed. We had
Maggie Haberman at The New York Times, a great reporter, who dared to, like, send a link to the
New York Post, where she used to work, and she’s getting called MAGA Haberman for this. It
was just a really — and getting called that not by activists, but by other journalists. And other
journalists like at NBC telling people do not like to the New York post. Do not reference it.
That’s a real chilling thing because it’s one thing to try to tip-toe into the story and it’s another to
treat it as if it’s this toxic material that completely, you know, spins the public in a real wrong
direction.

STELTER: Mmmm. See, I think that’s Twitter’s problem, right? Separate from the press. If
Twitter screwed up, we should go after Twitter, right? But didn’t newsrooms — I think



newsrooms just looked around and said, we don’t have the laptop. We don’t have evidence. We
don’t have evidence it’s real and we know that are reasons to wonder if it’s disinformation. Like,
a lot of the lies that happen now about what happened in 2020 go like this. They say, all these
assholes — they called it disinformation. That’s not true. A lot of us just wondered. We said out
loud, could this be?

KRAKAUER: Right.

STELTER: We said things like — some former U.S. officials think it might be. You know, it
was all always cushioned and cautious. Not always. It was often cushioned that way. And now, in
retrospect, two years later, three years later, people like — partisans like to pretend that it was
labeled disinformation, that was.

KRAKAUER: It wasn’t yet.

STELTER: There was — there was concern. There was reason to be concerned, not because of
Hillary e-mails, but because of the Russian attempt in 2016, which I know you probably think
was overstated.

KRAKAUER: Well, I definitely think it’s overstated, but — but I also think that, yes, okay, so —
so, yes, there was some — and I will say, you know, there was some reporting around it by
saying things like it has all the hallmark — all — all the earmarks of Russian —

STELTER: Right.

KRAKAUER: — disinformation, which is what the intel agencies said. That is essentially telling
people this — this is probably that and there wasn’t a lot of saying, well, here’s what’s being
reported. We don’t know if this is true, but I — I would dispute the fact that, look, I think during
the Trump years, there was big effort. We talked about Russia in 2016 and then the Mueller
report. One outlet like The New York Times or The Washington Post would have an exclusive.
Sometimes single, sometimes maybe doubled sourced —

STELTER: Right.

KRAKAUER: — on some little element of what’s going on with Mueller and no one’s seen the
Mueller report. But they had one story and then that gets spun. That’s an entire news cycle.

STELTER: Right.

KRAKAUER: And, so, with this, though, because it’s the New York Post, because it’s Rudy
Giuliani, and, admittedly, it’s the — it’s the semi-blind repair — you know, shop guy. Okay, it’s
a little bit — a little bit hazier, maybe, than just having the New York Post or — just having The
New York Times.

STELTER: A — a New York Post reporter that didn’t want to have their byline on the story.



There’s — there’s a lot of problems with it, but I know you know that.

KRAKAUER: There’s red flags with it, 100 percent. But we saw that in the intervening four
years that — that these sort of single stories where it’s — you don’t have to see the source
material, but this is being reported by this outlet and that becomes a story. Sometimes that turned
out to be true and sometimes it definitely did not. With this, we didn’t see that and — and I think
that that, coupled with the lack of outrage by the press over the New York Post censorship by
Twitter by the way they were locked out of their Twitter account for weeks, the way that — that
linked to that article was — was censored, that — that was most concerning to me.

STELTER: Do you think it’s an example of coziness to power? I mean, that’s one the subtitles of
power, that the press got too cozy to power. 

KRAKAUER: I think — 

STELTER: Because, at that point, Donald Trump is the most powerful because he’s President.
But I know, often times, in the view of — of some of your — do I call them fans? Like, you
know, I’ve seen you on Fox & Friends and Tucker Carlson this week. Like, in their view, Trump
was never really in power. It was the deep state or the elites. 

KRAKAUER: — well, I — 

STELTER: Was that an example of coziness to power?

KRAKAUER: — I think that, you know, Olivia Nuzzi, who we know at New York Magazine,
has a quote in the book and I will say not all the people in the book are on the record and put
their name to it, where she says that there was no social penalty when you went after Trump or
the Trump administration. In fact, it was just the opposite. There was a social incentive to do so.
Whereas, with the Biden administration, if you go hard at that, they’re actually — it’s almost the
opposite, there are — you are — she didn’t use the term coziness with power, but there are
people that are cozy. Not necessarily, like, best friends, but that they know each other. They’re
part of the system and have been for a long time. Their kids go to the same school, that sort of
thing. So — so I do think there was — even though, obviously, yes, Trump —

STELTER: Right.

KRAKAUER: — was President. He was very powerful. He was not part of that same
establishment that had been there forever. I mean, he —

STELTER: Right, right. Well, look, the way I describe it is is like — ummm — when was Jen
Psaki named press secretary, right? She was named press secretary right at the beginning of the
Biden administration.

KRAKAUER: She was first, yeah



STELTER: And it was like, “oh, great, I already have her cell phone number.” Great. But I felt
the same way when Sean Spicer was named White House press secretary. I mean, listen, I trusted
Spicer. I thought Spicer and Priebus were going to make sure that were going to make sure that
2017 didn’t get out of control and then it got out of control, in my view. But —

KRAKAUER: They got pushed out, yeah.

STELTER: — well, but even — even when they were there, but my — but my point is, like, that
is true, right? If you — you could call that coziness or you just could call that reporters who are
well-sourced, who know the right people. I — I don’t, you know, you could go different ways on
that.

KRAKAUER: 100 percent and that’s also why I think it’s complicated. You know, I — I don’t
think that just because you know a person, you — you are — you are just like completely, you
know, unable to cover them for one point. Like, Tucker Carlson —

STELTER: But then it gets really murky because you should at least be very careful about how
you address it. You should disclose — air on the side of disclosure. I think we need to see much
more disclosure —

KRAKAUER: Yeah.

STELTER: — of those sorts of relationships in journalism. But social penalty thing is really
interesting, right, because, in the right-wing media universe, to go after Biden, there’s no social
penalty. Obviously, there’s the opposite.

KRAKAUER: Right.

STELTER: To go after Trump, there is still some degree a social penalty. You focus so much on
the ABCs and CNNs. Don’t you let the Fox Newses and Newsmax’s off the hook?

(....)

26:57 mark
11 seconds

KRAKAUER: [A former TV executive] said your whole premise is wrong. The most important
story is Fox News and how they have a grip on the Republican Party. They’re afraid of Donald
Trump.

(....)

27:17 mark
1 minute and 28 seconds



KRAKAUER: I told this person Brian already wrote that book. But not just that, like, so much of
media criticism is only aimed in one direction and I will say. I will accept that there are
absolutely criticisms of Fox News in the way they cover Trump, in the way they cover certain
aspects of just the universe. I don’t think they are exempt from that....But I do try to go from a
different perspective, because, A, I don’t think it’s really happening much at all from people that,
as you say, like the media and want it to be better and aren’t trying to destroy it. And then the
second reason is I do think there’s a cultural cache that places like CNN in particular, which it is
curious. I was talking to Will Cain about this — why is it that CNN is so important? Much more
so than ABC or CBS or NBC News or certainly MSNBC — real cultural cache to places like The
New York Times, places like CNN and — and so, yeah, it does — despite the fact that Fox has
many more viewers, it’s much more important the way that those news organizations
operate....We need to have places like The New York Times. It’s hard to describe why that is, but
we need them to be trusted. We need them to be trusted. We need them to be places of an
exchange of ideas, of just — you know, they need to be ones that are at the paramount of free
speech.

(....)

29:18 mark
24 seconds

STELTER: There’s so much less news muscle that exists in right-wing media, which frustrates
me because I wish there were more journalists in right-wing media and fewer talking heads, but
at the same time, that’s why you want to focus more on newsrooms and I get that, right? That it’s
more important to focus on who’s gathering the raw materials that everybody on the left and right
then talks about and fights over. The raw materials are really important and the raw materials
need to be trusted.

(....)

30:51 mark
16 seconds

STELTER: I think we need to show that we’ve walked all the way around the block before we’ve
started to write about the block and, you know, that’s my way of saying let’s be fair to everybody.
Let’s make sure we’re being fair. Let’s make sure we’ve seen the full story because if you’re only
writing about the story from the back yard, then you’re missing a big part of the story.


